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Abstract: In this paper, we discuss the diagnosis of particle-induced failures in harsh environ-
ments such as space and high-energy physics. To address these effects, simulation-before-test and
simulation-after-test can be the key points in choosing which radiation hardening by design (RHBD)
techniques can be implemented to mitigate or prevent failures. Despite the fact that total ionising
dose (TID) has slow but destructive effects overtime on silicon devices, single-event effect (SEE)
impulsively disrupts the typical operation of a circuit with temporary or permanent effects. The
recently released SpaceFibre protocol drives the current requirements for space applications, and the
future upgrade of the LHC experiment scheduled by CERN will require a redesign of the electronic
front-end to sustain a radiation level up to the 1 Grad TID level. The effects that these two environ-
ments have on two different architectures for high-radiation and high-frequency data transmission
are reported, and the efficiency of the mitigation techniques implemented, based on simulations and
measurement tests, in the commercial 65 nm technology, are exploited.

Keywords: high-speed driver; voltage-controlled oscillator (VCO); CMOS integrated circuit (IC);
simulation-before-test; simulation-after-test; radiation hardening by design; radiation effects

1. Introduction

The low-cost and readily available CMOS technology is the most integrated technology
for high-speed radio frequency transceivers in optical communications, and it became very
popular in the semiconductor industry. The increasing use of electronic systems in harsh
environments results in a new challenge to increase electronic reliability and ensure correct
behaviour under extreme conditions, such as temperature, radiation, and electromagnetic
interferences [1].

To face the problem of a fast and reliable fault diagnosis, a large amount of research
has been conducted on this topic to implement systems able to detect errors, however, the
methodologies for fault diagnosis are relatively unexplored.

A fault diagnosis in analog circuits is very difficult to perform in the typical scenario
mainly due to its complexity [2], and it seems that it is not possible to reach a fully
automated fault diagnosis methodology developed for the digital circuits [3]. Moreover,
harsh environments can worsen it because a small perturbation on the electrical signal can
significantly affect the performance of a circuit, and a simulation-before-test should be the
key to achieving better results. However, there are studies to implement fault diagnosis
methods with tools, algorithms [4,5], and neural networks [6].

Different tools have been developed in the past to predict the effects caused by
ionising particles. For example, the TIARA tool [7] written in C++ and the MRED tool [8]
written in python are based on the Monte Carlo simulation platform, and they are able to
consider the charge deposited by an ionising particle when they are linked with technology
computer-aided design. In addition, via the use of GEANT4 with one of the previous
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tools, it is possible to simulate electron transport and nuclear reactions with high precision
in order to completely characterise the mitigation technique implemented during the
simulation-before-test phase [9]. Another tool, called MUSCA SEP3, and developed by
ONERA, is based on physical mechanisms and sequential modelling. It is able to provide
an operational soft error rate during the investigation of single-event effects (SEEs) [10]
in space applications. Radiation effects on silicon devices can be classified as a soft fault
when a SEE occurs and the circuit parameters deviate temporally from their typical value,
or as a hard fault in case of SEEs that cause permanent damages on the circuit, such as
latch-up. In addition, hard faults are also generated by the continuous cumulation of charge
in dielectrics, called total ionising dose (TID), which slowly degrade the performance of
the devices.

The main environments in which radiations are present are space and high-energy
physics, and each of them requires a different level of tolerance for both soft and hard faults
induced by particles. For example, the recently released SpaceFibre protocol [11] drives the
requirements for space applications, in which the electronics are temporarily disturbed by
the SEEs while the TID level required is lower than 1 Mrad. On the other hand, the future
upgrade of the LHC experiment scheduled by the CERN makes necessary the re-design of
the front end in high-energy physics applications because the electronics must be able to
sustain up to a 1 Grad radiation level.

Some mitigation techniques in radiation environments can be distinguished in three
different approaches, or a combination of them: radiation hardening by process (RHBP) [12],
radiation hardening by design (RHBD) [13], and radiation hardening by shield (RHBS) [14].
Although RHBS offers an excellent level of radiation hardening, it is usually expensive and
cannot be used in applications where volume and weight are fundamental. In addition,
RHBP requires an effort that can be supported only by large silicon foundries, and it also
needs a dedicated and expensive technology process that does not have the same maturity
as the standard one. RHBD addresses the requirements of harsh environments, and it
ensures the design of complex integrated circuits (ICs) in commercial technology without
increasing production costs [15,16]. In addition, a simulation-after-test that considers fault
effects can provide more accurate results, and it can assure a good level of fault detection.

The paper is dedicated to the diagnosis of faults induced by radiation, and the state-
ment of the problem is presented in Section 2, in which the effects of ionising particles
on silicon devices are highlighted. In Section 3, the effects of these particles on the driver
for electro-optical modulators and on a voltage-controlled oscillator (VCO) are reported.
Section 4 describes the RHBD techniques adopted. Conclusions are drawn in Section 5.

2. Radiation Effect on MOSFET Devices

This section describes the main effects due to ionising particles on silicon devices.

2.1. Single-Event Effects

Neutrons, alpha-particles, protons, and heavy ions can alter the normal behaviour
of electronic devices. Indeed, the particle hit on silicon material releases energy that
generates electron–hole pairs (e-h pairs). If an electrical field is present in the place where
the ion strikes, a transient current is generated [17,18]. This phenomenon, called SEE,
can affect the silicon devices in different manners depending on the place where they are
generated. Indeed, the SEE can affect the normal behaviour of the system flipping bit in
data management and transmission, leading to a permanent data error, called a single-
event upset [13]. The SEE can also affect the clock signal, altering its phase and generating
timing issues in synchronous systems. In addition, the current generated by the SEE can
trigger pending latch-up with disruptive consequences (single-event latch-up) [19].

Figure 1 shows the basic principle of e-h pairs’ generation and collection in a p-n
junction. The ion impacts on the silicon devices, generating e-h pairs (Figure 1, left), which
are separated by the junction electric field (Figure 1, centre), generating the transient drift
current. After a first current peak, the phenomenon is dominated by a diffusion current
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(Figure 1, right). The number of e-h pairs generated into a struck MOSFET depend on the
linear energy transfer (LET) of the hitting particle and on the hit material. The shape and
intensity of the current pulse generated by this phenomenon depend both on the number
of e-h pairs generated as well as on the technology used (doping density, well depth, well
shapes, materials).
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Figure 1. This figure shows the phases of an ion strike on a p-n junction. (left) The ion generates
e-h pairs, releasing its energy. (centre) The electron and holes are generated, and a drift current is
observed. (right) The diffusion current dominates the phenomena.

This unwanted phenomenon that reduces the reliability of the electronics system is
instead used for particle and photon detection. In this case, the e-h pairs’ generation is
boosted using special material and/or the realisation of particular structures [20].

Although a technology computer-aided design considers all the phenomena pro-
duced by ionising particles with the p-n junction interaction, because the parameters
strongly depend on the technology [21–23], the traditional double exponential law is used
in simulation-before-test to model the shape of the transient current by using a double ex-
ponential current source in the design for the charge injection [24,25]. However, this model
may not accurately represent certain SEEs [26,27], and for better results, this simulation
can be performed with a dual double exponential current source, as reported in [28].

2.2. Total Ionising Dose Effects

Although an ionising particle can produce a temporary ionisation effect when it
interacts with a p-n junction, a fixed ionisation effect may also occur when the e-h pairs
are generated in the oxide insulators [29]. This effect could degrade the oxides’ lifetime or
cause a gate rupture.

If the gate plate has a positive gate-substrate bias, most of the electrons generated
in the oxide drift toward the gate plate because they are extremely mobile compared to
the holes going toward the SiO2/Si interface, as shown in Figure 2. The positive charge
accumulated at the silicon interface neutralizes the electron present in the p-substrate of an
N-MOSFET and the threshold voltage is reduced. In addition, the increase of the electric
field in the oxide increases the build-up of holes at the SiO2/Si interface. In a P-MOSFET
device, the charge in the oxide is also positive and an increase in the threshold voltage
occurs. Radiation-induced hole transport has a strong dependence on gate oxide thickness,
as displayed in [30], in which the radiation hardening of the oxide decreases with tox

2 law.
The thinner the oxide, the harder the device.
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3. TID and SEE in Simulation-before-Test

As described before, radiation hardening by shield offers an excellent level of radiation
hardening, but it is usually expensive, and, on the other hand, radiation hardening by
process requires a dedicated and expensive technology process that does not have the same
maturity as the standard one.

Radiation hardening by design addresses the requirements of harsh environments,
and it ensures to design complex integrated circuits (ICs) in a commercial technology
without increasing production costs, but usually, an increase of silicon area and power
consumption occurs. These mitigation techniques can be implemented at the circuit or
system level, and simulation-before-tests increase the reliability of the fault diagnosis.

3.1. Drivers for Electro-Optical Modulators

The 65 nm technology is currently the state-of-the-art technology for radiation (rad)-
hard applications due to its 2 nm thin gate oxide, which makes its devices very rad-hard.
Nevertheless, the e-h pairs generated in the spacer oxide and at its interface with the LDD
(lightly doped drain) region can modify the effective doping of LDD and affect the overall
channel resistance. The effects of radiation on thick oxides are also shown in the shallow
trench isolation between different devices, since the charge trapped in the lateral isolation
oxide affects the transistor electric field.

Figure 3 shows the percentual variation of the on-current of minimum size MOSFETs
connected in a diode configuration (the gate is connected to the drain) as a function of the
TID. The experimental data are related to the 65 nm technology targeted in this work and
are extracted from [31]. Since the minimum size devices have a higher cut-off frequency
than the wider ones, high-speed applications are more oriented toward these devices.
However, their performance is heavily influenced by the cumulated charge due to TID. As
shown in Figure 3, N-MOSFET devices have an on-current reduction of about 50% at 1 Grad,
and even worse is the impact on P-MOSFET devices with an on-current loss close to 100%.
Obviously, with these levels of performance degradation, a classical device cannot operate
near 1 Grad, making the development and adoption of RHBD techniques mandatory.

Today, in the literature, only a few 65 nm technology irradiation data of minimum
size MOSFETs exposed up to 1 Grad are present [31–35]. In order to consider the impact of
high-level TID in simulation-before-test to predict the system behaviour, device models for
both the transistor types with different lengths and widths have to be created.

The models for N-MOSFETs and P-MOSFETs, exposed to high dose levels, are de-
veloped starting from literature data extracted from the same commercial-grade technol-
ogy [31–35]. The MOSFETs’ properties, such as threshold voltage, offset voltage, electrical
mobility, and subthreshold swing, are set in a BSIM (Berkeley Short-channel IGFET Model),
taking into account different transistors’ widths and lengths.
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For example, the data related to the threshold voltage variation for N-MOSFETs with
minimum length (60 nm) and four widths (120, 240, 480 nm, and 1 µm) when exposed to
1 Grad are extracted from [32]. The dependence of the threshold voltage variation from the
N-MOSFET length is extracted from [33], where 1 µm width N-MOSFETs with eight lengths
(60, 120, 240, 360, 480, 800 nm, 1 µm, 10 µm) are exposed up to 1 Grad. Starting from this
raw data, a function capable to fit the literature data as a function of MOSFET width and
length is found. In particular, the coefficients of the multi-exponential polynomial, shown
in Equation (1), that best fit the data are extracted:

y = C1 + C2e−x + C3xe−x + C4x2e−x + C5x3e−x + C6 log x + C7x log x + C8x2 log x (1)

This allows for obtaining the threshold voltage variation of N-MOSFETs exposed
to 1 Grad with different lengths and widths. These functions are then introduced in the
standard BSIM technology files provided by the foundry to model the devices exposed to
1 Grad. This procedure is performed for both device types (N-MOSFET and P-MOSFET)
and for different parameters, such as threshold voltage, subthreshold swing, offset voltage,
and electrical mobility. In particular, the data of the variation of the N-MOSFET threshold
voltage up to 1 Grad are extracted from [31], while those for P-MOSFETs are extracted from
the data in [34]. The variation of the offset voltage, for both MOSFET types, is extracted
from [33]. The reduction of electrical mobility for both MOSFET types is extrapolated from
the effects of the ON-current of MOSFETs exposed up to 1 Grad, for different transistor
widths and lengths that are available in [33].

The device models are then verified by comparing ON-current vs. Vgs and Vds
characteristics, obtained with DC simulations of the irradiated devices modelled with the
characteristics reported in [31] and not used for the 1 Grad model building.

The model is based only on the few 65 nm technology irradiation data extracted
from the literature. Therefore, the purpose of these DC models is to provide some first
instruments, at simulation levels, to develop RHBD techniques for systems that must work
in irradiated environments. A model improvement could be obtained by increasing the
amount of data of MOSFETs exposed to 1 Grad.

3.2. Voltage-Controlled Oscillator

In [36,37], an LC-Tank-based VCO compliant with the SpaceFibre protocol for the
space environment is designed. The diagnosis of radiation effects is performed by a
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simulation-before-test, and the charge injection, due to particle hitting, is implemented
with the classical double exponential shape [21–23]. For charge injection simulations,
two assumptions were made: only one ionising particle hit the circuit at a time, and the
probability that two consecutive ionising particles hit the same node is equal to zero.

The first-order model used for SEE simulations is shown in Equation (2), where tinj
is the injection instant, ta is the collection time constant of the junction, tb is the ion track
establishment time constant, and Q is the critical charge. Two sets of values are provided
by IMEC: one for a particle with a LET of 5 MeV·cm2/mg and the other one with a LET of
60 MeV·cm2/mg. These set values are expressed for different time constants vs. critical
charge (Q) and LET.

ISET =
Q

ta − tb

[
e

t−tinj
ta − e

t−tinj
tb

]
(2)

This model is widely accepted by the scientific community for a first approximation,
and the charge injection can be modelled by inserting a current pulse on each p-n junction,
where the direction of the injected current depends on the device type. Moreover, the
impact of the charge injection depends on signal status, thus the test bench should take it
into account; once a sensitive node is found, it is necessary to investigate the different effects
that an ionising particle has during waveform shape. For the implemented architecture,
the most sensitive nodes are the outputs of the oscillator because varactors are directly
connected to them [21,22,36,37], as shown in Figure 4.
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Figure 4. Schematic circuit level of the controlled oscillator with the double exponential current
sources connected at the outputs.

Figures 5 and 6 show the effects generated by a particle strike on the frequency of the
most sensitive node of the VCO. When a VCO output node, which is the most sensitive,
is hit, the released charge changes the voltage amplitude across varactors, creating a
frequency deviation.

In Table 1, the data extracted from Figures 5 and 6 are reported, in which the first three
rows refer to the hit1 performed at 10 ns with the 60 MeV·cm2/mg ionising particle, and
the last three rows refer to the hit2 performed at 15 ns with the 5 MeV·cm2/mg ionising
particle. The second column shows the number of clock cycles in which the frequency
assumes a different value due to the strike of an ionising particle.

Varactors have the gate plate fixed to the output common mode of VDD/2. To maximise
TR [23,38], the control voltage explores the range from 0 V to VDD, even if varactors work
in the accumulation region for a control voltage up to VDD/2, and then they work in
the depletion region. When the control voltage assumes low values, varactors are more
capacitive, less variation at the voltage node occurs, and a small frequency variation
is achieved.
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Table 1. Frequency and amplitude variations due to SEE.

Control Voltage Clock Cycles Frequency Variations Amplitude Variations

hit1

0 15 1.24% 43.8%
VDD/2 26 5.58% 48.82%

VDD 24 2.45% 57.49%

hit2

0 6 0.11% 1.55%
VDD/2 12 0.5% 3.85%

VDD 13 0.46% 3.17%

4. RHBD Mitigation Techniques
4.1. Drivers for Electro-Optical Modulators

Knowing the impact that different radiation effects have on single devices can provide
information on the behaviour of more complex systems exposed to radiation. In [39], the
development of high TID models, as shown in Section 3.1, has led to simulation-before-test
for the design of 800 Mrad radiation-hard drivers for electro-optical modulators designed
in Silicon Photonics technology. This has allowed to diagnosis the main source of faults
and acts on the circuit design for their mitigation.

For example, one of the main effects that causes huge performance degradation in
MOSFET performances is due to the charge collected in the shallow trench isolation. After
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the diagnosis of this issue, a countermeasure can be developed, such as the use of enclosed
layout transistors that avoid the edge between the gate and the shallow trench isolation [39].
The designed model for different MOSFET lengths has allowed for understanding that the
device performance degradation effect can be addressed using long transistors to reduce
the channel percentage near the LDD. Obviously, the use of long MOSFETs impacts on the
high-speed performance of the system that needs to be compensated. The previous effects
have a heavier impact on P-MOSFET than the N-type one, as shown in Figure 3, therefore
one of the stronger solutions adopted to address the high-level TID is the avoidance of
P-MOSFETs adopting a CML (current mode technology) architecture composed only of
N-MOSFETs and resistors. Moreover, considering the quadratic relationship between the
radiation hardness of the device and the gate oxide thickness [30], only thin gate oxide
devices could be used in the system architecture. In case of “high-voltage” applications,
where the voltage exceeds the maximum voltage that thin gate oxide devices can sustain,
new architecture solutions, such as totem-pole [38], have to be adopted to handle the
“high-voltage” without using thick oxide devices.

The drivers designed in [39], one for a Mach Zehnder Modulator (MZM) and the other
for a Ring Resonator (RR), adopting the previous RHBD techniques, are fabricated in 65 nm
technology and exposed to X-rays to experimentally verify their radiation hardness. With-
out the use of the RHBD techniques, as previously described, a classic CMOS architecture
with minimum size devices could be adopted for the drivers. In fact, the CMOS architecture
has a lower power consumption than CML ones, since it does not have a static power
consumption. In addition, the minimum size devices have a higher cut-off frequency than
longer devices, increasing the drivers’ bandwidth and reducing the layout area. However,
the poor radiation hardness shown in Figure 3 is expected with this solution, making it not
useful for high TID levels. Instead, thanks to the RHBD techniques adopted, the drivers
show greater radiation hardness.

Figure 7 reports the amplitude variation of the eye diagram of the output signals
of both designed drivers as a function of TID levels. The diagnosis of the TID results
shows a reduction in voltage amplitude of about 20–30% at 800 Mrad. At the same TID
levels, Figure 3 shows a performance decrease of about 43% and 78% for N-type and
P-type MOSFETs, respectively. In the case of CMOS architecture, the losses of the P-
MOSFET devices would have dominated the system performance, with losses close to
80%. The nearly 10% difference in loss between the two drivers is due to the two different
output stages’ pull-ups. Indeed, the MZM driver has an external resistive pull-up and
the RR driver has an internal one. The impact of this pull-up can also be observed in the
degradation of the fall and rise time. The driver with internal pull-up shows 40% greater
rise time degradation than the driver with external pull-up. Therefore, an analysis of the
impact that cumulated doses have on the silicon passive elements should be performed.
However, no high-dose experiments on passive devices are reported in the literature.

4.2. Voltage-Controlled Oscillator

While for TID effects it is possible to extract a model, and the data can be used to
perform an accurate fault diagnosis in a simulation-after-test, a simulation-before-test
performed to simulate charge injection does not reveal all the mechanisms that could be
present in an integrated circuit due to its complexity, and experimental measurements often
reveal unforeseen mechanisms other than simple charge injection, that cannot be easily
simulated during the design of the IC.
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However, to mitigate the radiation effects in the VCO, only simulation-before-test can
be performed with the use of RHBD techniques. In particular, all the active components
were designed oversized compared to the minimum size that allows meeting the 6.25 GHz
oscillation constraint to mitigate the impact of SEE on the VCO performance. Following the
capacitance rule V = Q/C and assuming a constant amount of charge released by a particle
hit, the higher the capacitance of a node, and the lower its voltage peak generated by the
SEE. Therefore, MOSFETs in the cross-coupled cell were designed with the maximum
number of fingers allowed by technology with an oversized value for the MOSFET width
to increase parasitic capacitance and reduce voltage variations when an extra charge was
injected in a p-n junction. Additionally, MOSFETs in the simple current mirror were
designed as multi-finger devices with an oversized transistor width, but compatible with
the maximum MOSFET length to reduce the gds parameter. This mitigation technique
requires more area occupation and reduces the tuning range.

5. Conclusions

Commercial technology can be used to implement complex systems capable of work-
ing in harsh environments, and this paper presented the impact that radiation-induced
fault diagnosis has on the design of mitigation techniques. The results obtained with
the RHBD to address the radiation problem lead the two different architectures to work
properly at the radiation level required by the two applications, and this will increase the
radiation level addressable by devices operating in harsh environments.

In particular, the devices designed for the two case studies presented in this paper
mainly require dealing with two different radiation effects. The devices operating in
high-energy physics experiments (such as the LHC) have to face extremely high levels
of total dose. In contrast, the devices operating in space environments have to address
issues more related to single-event effects. By predicting the different types of failures
with simulation-before-test, appropriate countermeasures can be taken. For this, the
development of models to simulate the response of silicon devices to different radiation
phenomena is fundamental. Therefore, in this work, models based on experimental data
from the literature were developed for the analysis of TID effects and SEE. These models
enabled the development of strategies for designing TID and SEE countermeasures.

TID effects on commercial-grade CMOS technology can be addressed by avoiding the
use of thick oxide devices, preferring the use of stacked architectures for high-voltage han-
dling. Considering the different cumulative dose impacts on P-type and N-type MOSFETs
(see Figure 3), the first one should be avoided in the design of devices operating at high dose
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levels, especially for high-speed applications. The use of long MOSFETs helps to reduce
the effect of the charge stored in the spacers, but on the other hand, limits the device cut-off
frequency. Therefore, radiation phenomena are particularly enhanced in high-frequency,
high-speed applications. These RHBD techniques are used in the design of high-speed
drivers for electro-optical modulators, and their impacts have been experimentally verified
with X-ray exposure and reported in Figure 7, showing a 50–60% improvement in radiation
hardness thanks to the implemented techniques.

The double exponential model used to simulate the current injected during a SEE
allowed analysing, with simulation-before-test, the consequences that a SEE can have on a
silicon device. The practical example of a VCO designed in 65 nm is reported to highlight
the importance of SEE modelling during the system design phase. In fact, thanks to the
SEE simulation, it was possible to identify the circuit nodes most sensitive to particle
impact and act on them to improve the radiation tolerance of the system. Moreover, the
simulations showed that the control voltage has a direct impact on the frequency shift
due to SEE. Therefore, the VCO operating in radiation-pervaded environments should
be designed at a higher frequency than the target one and then trimmed by reducing
the control voltage. The impact on device performance of different particle energies was
also shown to highlight that RHBD techniques can be balanced according to the particle
energies expected in the environment in which the device is to operate.

Thanks to the mitigation techniques implemented and to simulations before and after
testing, it is possible to design integrated circuits capable of working in harsh environments,
such as space and high-energy physics, without increasing manufacturing costs.
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